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Abstract: This study was conducted to determine the effect of choice on the performance levelofemployees 

andthe suitability ofthe individualto work intheorganization.Furthermore, the benefit of the possibilities and 

capabilities of the organizationinthe future and any business suitablefor them.Moreover, appropriate solutions 

are proposedto treat the problem ofresearch.Thestudyusedthedescriptive, analyticalandhistoricalmethods to 

achieve this objective.Also,the study dependedondata and informationfromsecondary sources such as books and 

references, as well as theprimarysourcessuch as questionnaires, thatare distributed toselected samplesof the 

study population.The selection of professionalso of KenanaSugar Company, (1997–2003),according to the 

subsequent hypothesis: which followed basic effect of the selection process on the level of the staff performance. 

Results of the studyprovedthatthefollowinghypothesis isacceptable, wherefollowersofthe scientific basisaffect 

theselectionprocessonthe level ofemployee’sperformance.Thisstudy concluded that, the interest intheexistenceof 

anindependent choice committee andunbiasedin order to arise their dutiesin an optimal manner.Thesafety of the 

selection process it requires the provision of a budget in order to provision of qualified staff, equipment and 

devices. Coordinationbetweenhuman resources managementand the remaining ofthe other sectionsandwhen you 

requesttheappointmentto fill vacancies jobs throughinternalorexternal situation Also,attention tointroduce the 

computer system in the selection process, as well as interest withthe process ofcomputerordersand the selection 

process. 

Key words: choice effect, employees, performance, suitability, provision. 

 

I. Introduction 
1.1. The effectiveness oftheorganization 

The effectiveness of the organization dependsontheeffectivenessof human resources.Therefore, this 

selection processisnecessary.The access of efficientlyof human elementas much as possiblecan be achieved 

onlyby put eachpersoninthe right jobthat suitable to abilities. The individualsarethe basis of thestructure of the 

organizationandselection policy that are consider one of the importantandinfluentialpolicieslocated onHuman 

Resources Management. Furthermore, good choiceisplace eachemployeein position that is agreed with the 

scientific, technical, trainingqualifications, health, social and psychological conditions. All these mentioned 

represented thefunctions of individual’smanagement where experiments have shownthattheselectionofthe right 

personand place himin the right locationwhich is affects the level ofproduction efficiency. Moreover, the most 

important factors of business success to follow the scientific basiswhich ishelpin the selection 

ofefficientemployee. Also, the selection processisno less important in compared withelementsand material 

resourcesof institution. Therefore, itfocusedondevelopmentand follows themodernmethodsin the selection 

process. 

 

1. 2. The definition ofthe selection 

 The definition of selection processistheprocesses that are based onthereception of applicants 

useandobtain to the necessary informationdirectlyfromthem orfrom other sourceswhichare returnto them,then 

interviewed to make sure their personalities,by regardlessofthedata. Furthermore, the choiceofthem with various 

types of psychologicalandphysicalwhich is achieved exactlythe objectivity in the selection; 

whiletheappointmentprocessisrepresent thegoal that ends to puttheused employee at work(EL-Araji,et al.,1990). 

The choiceprocess is the basic tasks of the individuals’management according to scientific, technical and 

trainingqualificationsthat are commensuratewiththejobsto be filled(Little, 1985).Also, itwas identified asthe next 

step afterthe supply, othermeaning toresearch or explorationforthe most suitable personto fill thejobbetween the 

applicantsasitmeans thattoput the right personin the right placeorotherpersonto the corresponding aimsfor the 

job(Fahmi,1985).The selectionprocessisconsidered that the important of employment policies where the 

management neededpreparationin a good formwhichendstofiltercandidatesfor the jobandchooseexcellent. The 

selection processcanbe defined asthe administrative processunderwhichdividesthe candidates into two teams. 

The first teamaccepted bytheorganizationfor appointment and theotherteamrejected(Zuelv, 1993). 

Furthermore,the selection processis based on a comparisonbetweenthecharacteristicsofthe individual and 

therequirements of the job. Thenthecomparisonand categorizationbetweenapplying for a jobvacancyto choose 
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the best appropriate for this work.Also, the processes involve the refuse of some applicants and acceptsomeof 

them(Ashour,,1997). 

 

1. 3. The selection of staff  

In the past,thecompleted selection ofstaffinthemost industrialized countrieson the basis ofpartisan, 

political and personal,inEuropeitwasthe relatives,theimportantjobs it belongs by grandchildrenfromparents and 

grandparents. The general jobs are a gift from the governmentto the citizens. Therefore,thestaffenjoyabsolute 

powers onone of thecitizenscan disagreed and cannotstandupintheir faces. It was no things mentioned in 

efficiencyforjobs, skill and experience(Amara,1961).Much development appeared for the reform of the 

publiccivilservice.The most important ofthese reforms,the issue ofthe report of theNorthCoteinBritain (1954), 

whichcame inthebasicdirectivesthat banningmediationinemploymentandreplaceditinappointment of staff on the 

basis ofa permanent serviceat an early age and it depend on the competitiveexaminationsbasetoworkin 

unifiedcivil service. Also, itdetermined a dividing linebetweenadministrativeactionsandstereotypes. Moreover, it 

developed a systemforpromotionbased on meritratherthannepotismand personal relationshipso political 

considerationsthat were prevalent at that time(Heady, 1966).In the United Statesin1883released PendletonLaw, 

which make emeritus a basis fortheselectionand promotion in thefederal civil service, and 

thisshowsthatthemeritofchoiceinstaffingwasacommonfactorinthesedevelopments.Themeritis defined in 

thesummarizedasselection of staff atobjectivity,efficiency and equitybasistofillVacancies(Amara,1961). 

 

1. 4. The variation of responsibility of selection 

In some organizationsthe responsibility of selection varies; some organizations rely on human 

resources management to perform this task,while others are involve department managers and human resources 

specialist in choice. There are managers prefer to shortcut the process of choice for them in the belief that they 

are the only ones who are able to trade-offs and choose from among the applicants to work under their 

supervision. However, this trend is fraught with caution due to personal bias to estimates by the managers. 

There are some organizations that prefer Human Resources Management depend on the initial analysis of 

applications to make the final decisions are assigned to senior management process especially with regard to the 

functions of the Supreme Organization (Hanna,2000).The purpose ofgeneral performance valuationis to 

identifythe quality oftheperformanceof each individual andalllevelsto make up theregulation. Also, 

putthisinformationunderthelookof the project managementsas well as themanagementofthe affairs 

ofindividuals(El Nashwany,1976). The performance assessmentprogram in order toleadtodesired purpose 

theremustbeactivityand cooperation on the part ofsuperiors. Moreover, the willingnessisreferring tothe strengths 

and weaknessinthe performance of individualswho are workingunder their supervision(Qasim,1973). The 

concept of performance refers to analysis of the duties that person performed andresponsibilitiesthat endures by 

him. Then an objectivity assessment of performance evaluation in accordance with the system and ensure 

recording work for everyone as well as each function requirements of fair and accurate scale act as a true 

representative of the adequacy of the worker in a given period of time. This assists management in decision-

making about the worker and guidance to the site of weakness and strength in his performance (Qasim, 1973). 

The performance refers to the degree of achievement of the completion of the constituent of the function of the 

individual tasks which reflects to how the check or full by the individual requirements of the joboften what 

happens and equivocal overlap between performance and effort. The effort refers to the currentenergy, but 

performance measures with the results achieved by an individual. (Rawia,2002).  

 

1. 5.The performance valuation  

The performance valuationisa mainpillar in improving performanceandefficiencybecauseitis the essence 

ofcensorshipin order tominimizethe distractionsofthe evaluation process. In addition to taking correct 

vacationsto adjust theplanning conduct and the resultsofthe actual 

implementation,accurateexaminationprocedure and analysisofeachorganizationfor each organizedtrendswithin 

the work. For example:regulation, policies andprocedures, rules andselection of individualsto achieve goalswith 

minimal effortcost,time and optimizing the returnfromwork(El-taweel, 2002).The performance measurement 

systems is consideredan important means ofhighlevelofworkers. Wherethesystemsdetectforworkersisneedmuch 

more supervision andtrainingas well asthose who havelatentcapabilitiesorambition, which qualifies 

themforprogress.It also helpsin the evaluation of programsand methods ofpersonnel affairs. The 

performanceisaprocesswhereanarbitratorscalemeasuringoversafety and the success ofthe methods usedfor the 

management ofpersonnel affairs(Rashid, et al.,1986).The aim 

oftheindividualperformanceevaluationisarrangedescendingor ascendingaccordingtotheir ability, experience and 

personalhabits. Thenitisdifferentin job evaluation, firstisa way of measuringthe ability ofindividuals, 

whilesecondwayisto study degree of difficultyin the jobs. It is according to a reporttothecommissionin 
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1994forone of the companiesthat the most importantobjectives of thecompaniesfromusing an individual's 

performance evaluationprogram(Hassan, 2003).  

 

1. 6. Productive efficiency 
The concept ofproductiveefficiencyhas been a lot ofconfusionanduncertainty, the studiesandtheories 

representedin this area, especiallyin the years followingWorld War two.Although, it contributed to the 

developmentof productive efficiency, appearedseveralconceptsofproductivityandbecomedifferent meaningssuch 

asoutputachievedbya particular groupof resources.The thirdteam is synonymouswithluxury. There 

areengineeringsufficientlyas goes to anideaof enoughfrom the point ofengineeringview, also itcan be defined as 

the degree ofthemachinesuccess.There is also economic efficiency which is defined as the coordination of 

economic activity with the way you can achieve the desires of the groups. Also, it is the independence of the 

resources available to produce goods and services favored by the group on the other. Also, the idea of 

productivity sufficiently often mixes with some ideas, such as the economic unit's ability to make a profit or 

their ability to competition. Or get a certain amount of output with minimal cash expenditure. (Abu Shaikha, 

1992). The researchers’ defined economic efficiency is the relationship between the volume of production and 

the productive resources. Another defined rephrases percentage of outputs (products of goods and services) to 

the input (employed or productive resources). In other meanings output percentagesthat are the amount of goods 

and services produced during a certain period of time to the amount of resources that have contributed to 

achieve this level of production (El-salamy, 1970).Therefore, the productivity in the general definition is the 

relationship between the output generated by the production or services system and/or between the inputs which 

provides for the creation of these outputs and thus the productivity is defined as the efficient use of resources 

(ratios of money, land, raw materials and energy). The information of the production of different goods, services 

and higher productivity means that to achieve the completion of the largest resources equally and/or achieving 

greater output in terms of quantity and quality, (Brokaw, without date).Also the productivity can be defined as 

the relationship between the results and the time it takes to achieve them. Usually the time has a good common 

denominator where it was a general and comprehensive scale is beyond the scope of human control.When,the 

time is less which taken to achieve the desired result,wheneverthe system is more productive (Brokaw. without 

date). The productivity sufficiency is the relationship between the quantity and value of the elements in the 

production process and between the outputs of the production process. Thus, the efficiency goes up whenever 

output ratio rose to the user of resources. It is also the ratio of output to input also it means that the degree of 

success of the project in the independence of the economic resources available to productivity sufficiency in the 

production of goods and services that specializes in the production. (Marjan,without date). 

 

1. 7. The determinants of productive efficiency 

The determinants of productive efficiency in the business organization return to the quality and the 

possibility of physical elements (such as machinery,art productive user, possibility of raw materials, capital and 

the internal regulation of the organization. On the other hand, which is the most important to the way 

management and use of this material element by manpower which is consider the two main factors in the 

organization (El-salami, 1985 andAl-Najjar, 1992).  

 

 

 

1. 8. The basic problems faced businesses and companies 

Among the basic problems faced by businessesand companies in general Kenana Sugar Company, in 

particular, the choice problems, which is not to determine the manpower needs accurately due to lack of 

scientificfoundations in the selection process. Also, improper choice considers the important problems that 

affect the administrative efficiency of all companies and service facilities. Therefore, in developing countries 

impede development program that adopted by these countries and thus the natural result of the selection is 

improper to people who assignedthe jobs to incompetent personals which lead to low level performance of 

public companies and the interests of others. The improper choice is considered a direct cause of the high labor 

turnoverrates;it’s also considered a phenomenon that has a negative impact on job stability and increases the 

expenses of the people who are not qualified. Then have been trained and supervised them and also affects 

social relations and open the door of favoritism in the work. 

 

II. The Objectives of Study 
This research seeks to achieve the following objectives:           

 Study the importance of the selection process for businesses. 

 Determination the suitability of an individual to work in the organization and take advantage of the 

potential and capabilities of the organization and any future business is suitable for him. 
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 Propose appropriate solutions to address the problem of the research. 

 

2. 1. Hypotheses 

The research aims to test the following hypothesis: 

The follow of the scientific basis affect the selection process at the level of performance of employees. 

 

III. The Importance Of The study 
 There are rarely analytical studies in the selection process and this study is considered one of the attempts in 

the selection and its impact on the performance of employee’s process. 

 The importance of this study, it provides information that may benefit administrative decision-makers in the 

field of choice and also may provide information that may help researchers in this area. 

  

IV. Methodology 

The study adopted the following methods:                  

 The social survey method, description and analysis of the study in qualitative and quantities ways. 

 The historic method to trace the topic of the research and its effect on the employee’sperformance. 

  

4. 1. Data collection 

Secondary sources such as books, references, and records were used to collect the necessary data for 

the theoretical part of the study. As for the analytical part of the study, primary sources such as questionnaires 

and interviews were conducted. 

 

4.2. The field study 
The field study procedures include personal data and the analysis of the relationship between the 

selection and the level of performance of workers and the relationship between the phases of the selection and 

the level of performance ofemployees. 

 

4.3. Procedures 

Questionnaire: is the basic performance of the primary data collection for this study is divided into 

personal data relating to gender and sex, age, marital status, place of birth and basic data relating to 

studyhypothesis, relationship of choice, scientific foundations, stages of choice and their relationship to the level 

of employees performance. 

  

4.4. Research population 
The research community is made of employees of managementincluding 250people.  

 

4.5. The research sample 

 It was selected a simple random sample represented 40% of the research community (100 people) from 

the research community of 250 peopleof gesture factory. 

 

4.6. Questionnaire 

100 forms were distributed and the respondents received 100forms.Source:  data questionnaire, 

prepared by the researcher, 2005. 

 

4.7. Statistical analysis 

            The study data analyzed by statistical packages ofsciences (SPSS) program using a method like any 

other when the level of significance of 5% (0.5) Valokther as is the case in the social sciences This means that if 

the value like any calculated at level of significance of 5% or the degree of confidence of 95% more of their 

value in the distribution table like rejects health null hypothesis is the alternative hypothesis (imposition search) 

right either if the value like any calculated less than its value in the distribution table Callao when the level of 

significance less than 5% that means accept the null hypothesis and thus the alternative hypothesis (the 

imposition of research) is incorrect. 

 

V. Results And Discussion 
Table (1).Presentation and analysis of the profile data. 

Ratio Variable Repetition  No. 

  Gender          1 

93% 93 Male  

7% 7            Female  

100% 100         Total    
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  Age 2   

1% 1 Less than21 years old              

21%    23            21and less than 30 years          

35% 35           30and less than 40 years         

40%   40           40and less than 50 years        

1 % 1            And more than 50                    

100% 100 Total  

  Level of education 3 

9% 9          Below secondary education  

31%  31 Secondary  

11 % 11        Diploma   

42% 42        graduate  

100% 100      Total  

  Social Status 4 

65% 65    Married  

31% 31      single  

2%   2       Widowed  

2%   2       Divorcee  

100% 100 Total  

  Birth place 5 

6%  6      Khartoum state  

94 % 94    Other states in Sudan   

100% 100   Total  

Source: questionnaire data prepared by the researcher, 2005. 

 

5. 1. The distribution of respondents by sex 

As shown in table (1).The distribution of respondents by sex, we found that 93% of the samples were 

male,which confirms that the males hold most of the jobs in the company. 

 

5.2. Distribution of respondents by age 

Is clear from the data distribution respondents intable (1) by age, it is find that 40% of the sample 

between the ages of 40-50 years, and this shows that category has physical strength and has  the ability to 

contribute more in the work. 

 

5.3. Distribution of respondents by level of education 

Regarding the distribution of respondents by the  level of education is clear that most of the sample 

which represented 42% of university degree holders this shows that the company relies on graduatesin the 

selection process to raise the performance of employees in company. 

 

5.4. Distribution of respondents by social status 

As shown in table (1) thedistribution of respondents by social status it is clear that there is a percentage 

65% of respondents are married and this indicates that most workers enjoy stability, which will reflects 

positively on production.  

 

5.5. Classification of Respondents according to birthplace 

Regarding the classification of respondents according to birth place, 94% of the respondents belong to 

otherstates. This means that, the company helps employees to settle in the stats not in the capital. Those who are 

from Khartoum refrain to join Kenana Company because there are other numerous companies in the capital. 

 

5.6. Display and Analysis of Basic Data: 

Hypothesis:  (The relationship between scientific aspects in the selection process and employees’ level 

of performance).The main objective in the selection process is to test the hypothesis which dictates that 

(following the scientific aspects in the selection process affects employees’ level of performance). In order to 

confirm this relationship, the respondents were questioned about the scientific aspects in the selection process at 

Kenana Company, as is shown in table (2). 

Table (2) displayed that 47% of the sample agreed to follow the Kenana Sugar Company scientific 

bases in the selection process, while we find 16% single of the sample without specific for follow scientific 

bases in the selection process opinion and there is 37% of the sample not agree to follow the sugar company 

Kenana follow the scientific bases in the selection process and to be able to achieve this research is to test-run, 

which says (Following scientific foundations in the selection process at the level of affecting the performance of 

employees) were divided initial phenomenon is following scientific foundations in the process of the strong 

choice of working for the company Kenana Sugar to agree, without specific opinion, I do not agree were divided 
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Phenomenon II (performance of employees Kenana Sugar Company) to High, Medium, Low and phenomena 

can be studied as shown  table (2). 

 

Table (2).The follows the scientific foundations in the process of selecting a strong working. 

 

 

 

Source: questionnaire data, prepared by the researcher, 2005. 

 

Table (3).The relationship between the followers of the scientific basis  ofthe selection process and the 

performance of employees. 
The performance of employees at  Kenana Sugar Company 

 

Total rows 

 

Low 

 

Medium 

 

High 

 

Ratio   % No. Ratio   % No. Ratio   % No. Ratio   % No.  

47% 47 0% 0 4% 4 43% 43 Agree   

16% 16 0% 0 5% 5 11% 11 Neutral  

37% 37 2% 2 12% 12 23% 23 Disagree 

100% 100 2% 2 21% 21 77% 77 Total  

Chi-square =12.481, the degree of freedom of the sample level 4= 0.014 

Source: questionnaire data, preparation Researcher 2005. 

 

Table (3), showed that 43% of samples agree that company follows the scientific basis of the selection 

process. They believe that the performance of company's workers is high. 11% of a single sample without 

specific opinion following a scientific basis in the selection process.Themselves said that their workers high 

performance, while 23% of a single sample does not agree that the company does not follow the scientific 

foundations in the process of selecting workforce. They are the same people who said the performance of 

employees is high, as above table shows.There is 4% of sample agree to follow the company's scientific 

foundations in selection process. the same people who said that the performance of workers are median, while 

5% single of the sample without opinion remade by following the scientific foundations in the strong choice of 

operating vestigial who said that workers performing ofcompaniesaremedian, 12% of the sample that they not 

agree to follow Company scientific bases in the selection process and themselves stated that the employees 

performance are median.Through the same table we do not find any of a single sample agrees that the company 

follows the scientific foundations in the process of selecting workforce.Also, there is no single sample said that 

the performance of the company's workers is low. While we do not find any of single sample without specific 

opinion that the company’sfollowing scientific basis. In the choice of working and there is no mention that the 

performance of employees is low. While we find 2% of the sample do not agree that the company follows the 

scientific basis of the selection process and said that the performance of employees is low in company, after this 

analytical description of two phenomena (and to determine the relationship between the followers of scientific 

foundations in the selection process and the performance of employees), the use of chi-square like to give some 

foundations methodology to verify the authenticity of this relationship, the test on the null hypothesis that says 

(there is no relationship between the followers of the scientific basis of the selection process and the 

performance of the company's employees)If the value of chi-square test calculated less than the value of the chi-

square like a spreadsheet at level of significance of 5% Vsaqubl null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis (the 

imposition of research) is incorrect, table (3) illustrates value of chi-square test when the degree of freedom of 4 

degrees and level of significance 0.014 and the value of chi-square test by comparing the calculated value of 

12.481 square like calculated value of the square like a spreadsheet (the critical value at 4 degrees of freedom 

and level of significance of 5%, which is 9.48)since the value calculated 12.481 square as any greater than value 

of square, like any spreadsheet, it rejects the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis (the imposition of 

research) is true. Thus, we can say no statistically significant differences between the followers of the scientific 

basis of the selection process Kenana Sugar Company and the performance of workers there is a relationship 

between the followers of the scientific basis of the selection process and the level of performance of employees 

Kenana Sugar Company. 

 

VI. Recommendations 

1. There should be an independent selection committee which is supposed to carry out its duties properly, a 

budget should be provided for this committee in order to provide qualified personnel and necessary equipment. 

Ratio   % Number Kenana Sugar Company Adopts  scientific in the selection  of the 

workforce 
47% 47 Agree 
16% 16 Without any specific 
37% 37 Disagree 

100% 100 Total 
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2. Provision of computerized selection by providing a job-description program,interviews should be 

computerized (entering data, sorting it out, and giving result),  Job-description forms can be used in the internal 

transfer of vacancies. 

3. Annual selection plan related to the company’s budget to be made so as to fill the vacancies. This plan ought 

to be followed up to ensure its proper execution. 

4. Computer personnel should get proper and regular training domestically and abroad and adopt modern 

scientific methods in selection and assessment of employees’ performance. 

5. There should be coordination between the human resources department and other departments regarding 

filling of vacant posts by internal or external employment. 
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